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Eagle remembered

UNPLUGGED UNLEASHED

GSU celebrates life of Cory Wilson
BY SHELBY FARMER

vibe
when
possible and
focus on the
goods
that
were at hand.”

The George-Anne staff
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In the wake of the loss of a friend
and brother, the Greek community of
Georgia Southern University decided
to celebrate life versus mourning
death.
The brothers of the Kappa Alpha
Order held a candlelight vigil in honor
of their fallen brother, Cory Wilson,
who passed away last Thursday.
“At the candlelight service we had,
we used it more as a celebration of his
life rather than a time for everyone
to mourn,” Chase Joiner, junior
logistics major and president of KA,
said. “Obviously everyone was doing
that, but we tried to keep a positive
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community

is
grieving,
but I feel that,
based on what I know of Cory, is that
he wouldn’t want them to grieve too
much,” Jessica Turuc, coordinator
of Fraternity and Sorority Relations,
said. “He would want them to be
continuing on and celebrating life.”
Matthew
Maier,
sophomore
business major and KA member,
recalled
Wilson’s
inspirational
relationships with his friends.

“I just remember one of the great
things about Cory was his relationship
with his best friend, Josh Edenfield,”
Maier said.
“It was unreal, just the kind of
unbelievable and loving connection
that those two had, and I think that’s
what we’ve kind of drawn off of in
these last few days, seeing the strength
that Josh has shown through all of
this and the strength Olivia Nelson,
(Wilson’s) girlfriend, has shown
through this,” Maier said.
Wilson was a friend to everyone he
encountered and could make anyone
laugh, Joiner said.
“The way they described him at his
funeral is, ‘any stranger he met was a

See KA, Page 8

Fraternity returns to campus
BY PHYLICIA GALLMON

The George-Anne staff

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.
has not been present on Georgia
Southern University’s campus after
a hazing incident in 2008, and after
a four-year absence, it has returned,
“A lot of people have been
looking forward to this organization
coming back to our campus,” Andrea
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Martinez, advisor of the National
Pan-Hellenic Council, said.
After a few years of being
off campus due to a past hazing
incident, the Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Relations along with the 11
new members of Omega Psi Phi are
working to maintain and uphold the
image of this fraternity, Martinez
said.
“I think the young men are

definitely responsible for making
sure that the image of Omega Psi
Phi remains good on our campus.
Especially now that they are back on
campus, they are going to want to
stay on campus,” Martinez said,
This is a fresh start and an
opportunity for the new members
to set the tone for the future of this
fraternity on GSU s campus, but they

gee FRATERNITY, Page 8
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senior marketing major, plays at the first GSU
UNplugged of the semester. Youngblood played "I am going to
find another you” originally by John Mayer at UNplugged’s new
location in the Russell Union.
Chris Youngblood,
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Statement of Operations

Police Beat
Saturday, Jan. 19
1:43 a.m.: Georgia Southern University Police assisted Statesboro
Police with a motor vehicle accident on Lanier Drive.
1:57 a.m.; A traffic stop was conducted in F Lot. The driver of the
vehicle, Kyle Christian Wallace, 21,
was arrested and charged with
excessive volume from a vehicle
and DUI.
11:35 a.m.: A motor vehicle accident report was taken for a motor
vehicle accident that occurred in
the RAC parking lot.

age, false ID, obstruction - misdemeanor and giving false information to an officer.
1:52 a.m.: Officers responded to
a sick person at Southern Courtyard. EMS was notified, responded
and transported the sick person. The sick person was judicially
referred for alcohol violations.
2:30 a.m.: Officers responded to an
injured person at Eagle Village on
the sidewalk adjacent to building
1. EMS was notified, responded
and transported the injured person.

2:45 p.m.: An incident report
was taken for a sick person in Lot
42. EMS was notified, responded
and transported the sick person.

2:06 p.m.: Officers responded
to an intoxicated person at The
NEST. The intoxicated person, Joshua Neal Starkey, 19, was arrested
and charged with possession of
alcohol under 21 years of age.

2:59 p.m.: Officers responded to
a panic alarm at the Rosenwald
Building. No one was in the room
or the facility. Maintenance was
notified and responded.

3:06 p.m.: Officers responded to
Southern Pines in reference to a
sick person. EMS was notified, responded and transported the sick
person.

6:09 p.m.: Officers responded to
Freedom's Landing in reference to
a drug complaint. Two occupants
were judicially referred.

8:26 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for a theft at Freedom's Landing. This case will be turned over to
criminal investigations.

11:50 p.m.: A traffic stop was
conducted on Lanier Drive at
J Lot. Two subjects were arrested: Charles Albert Lyons IV, 19,
was charged with failure to yield &.
possession of marijuana - misdemeanor. Colby Tyler Jones, 18, was
charged with possession of marijuana - misdemeanor.

Monday, Jan. 21

11:59 p.m.: Officers responded to
Freedom's Landing in reference to
an alcohol violation. Eight occupants were judicially referred.

Sunday, Jan. 20
1:39 a.m.: Officers made contact
with an intoxicated person on
Georgia Ave. at Lanier Drive. Stephen Michael Burnsed, 19, was
arrested and charged with possession of alcohol under 21 years of
Page designed by Matt Veal

1:37 a.m.: Officers responded to
Centennial Place in reference to a
noise complaint. The occupant,
John Anthony Schifani, 19, was
arrested and charged with possession of alcohol under 21 years
of age and obstruction - misdemeanor.
8:00 a.m.: An officer discovered an
unsecured door at the Auxiliary
Service Warehouse. The key holder
was notified and responded. The
building was checked with no
problems found.
10:47 a.m.: An incident report
was taken for criminal trespass
at Southern Pines. This case was
turned over to criminal investigations.

12:27 p.m.: Officers responded
to fire alarm at Freedom's Landing. Maintenance was notified
and responded. The building was
checked with no problems found.
8:19 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for found property at the
Newton Building.
9:04 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for criminal trespass at the
ETS Warehouse. This case was
turned over to criminal investigations.

The George-Anne is the
official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by
GSU students using facilities
provided by the university.
The newspaper is the oldest
continuously published
newspaper in Bulloch County.
The newspaper is a designated
public forum for the
Georgia Southern
community.
The
newspaper
is
published
twice
weekly, on
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays,
during most
of the academic
year. Any questions
regarding content should be
directed to the student editor
by phone at 912.478.5246 or
at gaeditor@georgiasouthern.
edu.

the advertising manager or
student media director.
The advertiser is
responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to
the amount of space the error
occupied in the ad. Further, the
newspaper is not responsible
for any damages caused due
to an ad's omission
from a particular
edition and its
responsibility
solely is to
reschedule the
ad in the next
regular edition
at the regular
advertising
rates.
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9:59 p.m.: Officers responded to a
sick person at Southern Pines. EMS
was notified, responded but did
not transport.
10:53 p.m.: Officers responded
to a panic alarm at Freedom's
Landing. No one was in the residence. Maintenance was notified
and responded.

Tuesday, Jan. 22
10:58 a.m.: Officers responded to
the Biology Building construction
site in reference to a sick person. EMS was notified, responded
and transported the sick person.
12:03 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for lost/mislaid property at
the RAC.
12:05 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for a stolen bike at the Russell Union. This case was turned
over to criminal investigations.

,

ADVERTISING: The newspaper
accepts advertising. Inquiries
may be made by calling
912.478.5418 or 912.4780566. Fax any questions to
912.478.7113 or e-mail adsl@
georgiasouthern.edu.

STUDENTS
BEWARE: The
George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to .
publication.The newspaper
strives to accept ads for
legitimate products and
services only. Students
are urged to exercise
caution when replying to
ads-particularly those that
require personal information.
Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper any
suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad.

The George-Anne receives
additional support, in part,
from the Student Activities
Budget Committee.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION:
The newspaper is printed
by The Brunswick News in
Brunswick, Ga.

The deadline for reserving
space and submitting
advertising copy is noon, one
week prior to the intended
publication date. For more
information, rate cards,
sample publications, contact

NOTICE: Unauthorized removal
of multiple copies from a
distribution site constitutes
theft under Georgia law,
a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or
jail time.

Editorial Staff

2:48 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for lost/mislaid property at
Freedom's Landing.
6:57 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for a theft at the RAC. This
case was turned over to criminal
investigations.
7:25 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for a theft at the Henderson
Library. This case was turned over
to criminal investigations.

Editor-in-Chief Arielle Coambes

Copy Chief Courtney Tielking

Managing Editor Jessie Reese

Copy Editor James Farmer

Multimedia Editor Gianna Carme

Business Manager Chloe Douglas

Opinions Editor Taylor Cooper

Sales Manager Phillip Scroggin

News Editor Lindsay Gaskins

Marketing Manager TJ Jackson

News Chief Shelby Farmer

Distribution Manager Nick Garcia

Arts Editor Marissa Martin

Production Manager Kelsey Paone

Arts Chief Alex LaSalle

Photo Editor Tasha Lund

Sports Editor Jackie Gutknecht

Design Editor Jose Gil

Sports Chief Trevor McNaboe

Web Editor Darius Alexander

Corrections

8:21 p.m.: An incident report was
taken for found property at the Col
lege of Business Administration.

Contact the editor at gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
for corrections and errors.

To contact the news editor, email ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Our View

Freshmen,
get involved
The first semester of the 2012/2013 academic
year is over, so the majority of freshmen know where
they are and have an idea of how to budget their
time. Students have every reason to get involved an
extra-curricular activity, or activities.
As we reported in the Thursday, Jan. 17, edition
of The George-Anne, the various' club sports have
begun recruiting with a club sports fair, which was
held on Tuesday. Interfraternity Council fraternities
will not begin recruiting until Jan. 28. Club sports
and Greek organizations are both great ways to
become a part of the Georgia Southern University
community. Along with the obvious benefits of
making new friends and gaining contacts around
campus, they can also help stave off the infamous
“freshman 15.”
Finding something you enjoy doing and actually
doing it is the purpose of higher education. There
are clubs and organizations for everyone. Every
college within GSO has clubs for its students to
participate in. There are also organizations that are
not affiliated with a college. Fraternities, sororities,
Young Democrats, College Republicans, Young
Americans for Liberty, and the Student Government
Association are examples, as well as Student Media.
There is something on campus for every major,
interest and political affiliation. We encourage
second-semester freshmen to get involved with
an organization on campus. You’ll not only make
friends and contacts, but you will find your own
place in the student body

The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor and
appropriate guest columns. All copy submitted should
be 350 words or fewer, typed, and sent via e-mail in
Microsoft Word format to gaeditor@georgiasouthern.
edu. All submissions must be signed and include phone
number for verification. GSU students should include their
academic major, year and hometown. The editors reserve
the right to reject any submission and edit submissions
for length.
Opinions expressed herein are those of the Board of Opinions
or columnists themselves and DO NOT necessarily reflect those
of the faculty, staff or administration'of GSU, the Student
Media Advisory Board, Student Media or the University System
of Georgia.
Pat

signed by Matt Veal
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1 WA<? WATCHING
A'REAL HOUSEWIVES'
MARATHON...

MICE BOAT.

A different kind of drinking problem
It’s a dangerous world out there. It
seems like new information is released
everyday warning us about a new threat
to our health from viruses, bacteria,
environmental changes or unregulated
development, not to mention the new
sources of cancer being found by the
dozen.
Due to the efficiency that our society
is known for, we now have numbers
and research to tell how dangerous
everything is, including driving to
work. So what is a body to do? Just stay
home and drink the worries away? The
only danger is alcohol poisoning or
doing something stupid while drunk.
Or so you’d think.
With New Year’s recently behind
us, many Americans found out what
I’m about to write about the hard
way Champagne corks and sparkling
wine corks are out for blood, in the
form of retinal detachment, acute
glaucoma, bleeding or bone damage

THE
COOP
SCOOP

and dislocation of the lens.
Some guy at the American
Association
of
Ophthalmologists
decided to one-up natural instinct and
warn us about something that should
be apparent. You’d think it would be
obvious to keep things that shoot
through the air aimed away from one’s
face.
Here come those numbers to scare
you into paying attention. Apparently
a champagne cork can reach speeds of
up to 50 miles per hour. You’re probably
sitting there right now, asking, “What

can I do to avoid the putting the ‘pain’
in champagne?” I’d suggest you just
sit down and let one of the sober ones
handle it, but if you’re the host and just
HAVE to unleash the beast yourself,
then the eye guys have an answer for
you.
The first step would be clearing the
firing range. Next, make sure that any
nearby are aware that you’re about to
open the floodgates. Or you could just
let someone sober handle it.
Or you could just not worry about
the statistics and studies that take
ridiculous things seriously. I didn’t
need to know the speed of a champagne
cork to know it was dangerous to point
it at an eyeball. Science needs to stop
trying to circumvent natural selection.
It cuts down on the funny fail videos of
people getting corked in the eye.
Cooper is a junior journalism major from
Rincon.

To contact the opinions editor, email gadaily@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Welfare is necessary
The New Right
is a political
movement
popularized on
the national
level by Ronald
Reagan that
condemns welfare
recipients for
their dependence
on “handouts.”
To paraphrase the adherents of this
ideology, the poor deserve to be poor
because they are lazy, and their attitude is
what is ruining this country. Politically,
it’s a nice argument because it victimizes
the affluent, while demonizing the poor,
labeling them as “the takers.”
I find it a little suspicious that
the openly Christian Reagan was the
figurehead of this movement, considering
that this is almost exactly the opposite as
what Jesus said to do, but then again, this
is politics, not religion. Regardless, there
still lies little merit to this claim. Take, for
instance, our current recession. Around
2009 or so, McDonald’s offered 10,000
jobs, and over one million people applied,
most of them over-qualified. There simply
was a lack of demand for labor. Some
unemployment is inevitable, and this is
true even in healthy economies. There will
always be some portion of the workforce
without work.
Contrary to the “Entitlement Society”

rhetoric, only nine percent of entitlement
spending goes to non-elderly, non-disabled,
non-working households according to the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities.
That amounted to roughly $140 billion from
1990 to 2006. The AIG bailout in 2008 alone
cost taxpayers $150 billion, and it was one
of the firms responsible for bringing on the
recession — hence high unemployment —
in the first place.
So that brings me to this question. Why
is it that when financial firms have lobbied
to selfishly slash regulation, costing
taxpayers far more than any welfare
“cheats,” it is categorized as business, but
when victims of these firms’ predatory
lending become forced to rely on programs
in order to feed their families, they are
chastised by conservatives? The reality
is not that laziness has overcome our
workforce, but it is that employment is by
and large beyond control of individuals.
To believe that the majority of welfare
recipients simply don’t want to work is
to be grossly out-of-touch with reality.
For the government of the country with
the highest GDP in the world to not keep
the unfortunate population that will
always exist from starving is not only
unethical, but it keeps aggregate demand
unnecessarily low, prolonging economic
downturns.
Markley is a senior geography major from
Marietta.
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Media crosses the line
This past
week was the
start of the
FedEx Cup
season. It
started with all
of the world’s
best golfers
meeting on the
same stage at
the Humana
Challenge. Media was crawling all over
the course covering who would take an
early lead. At the end of the tournament,
while interviewing players, reporters got
more from Phil Mickelson than they had
gambled for.
During his interview, Mickelson did
not spend much time talking about his
performance in the tournament, but he
did speak his mind on his dissatisfaction
with the amount of money he was paying
in taxes. “There are going to be some
drastic changes for me because I happen
to be in that zone that has been targeted
both federally and by the state and, you
know, it doesn’t work for me right now, so
I’m going to have to make some changes.”
After saying this many commentators and
media scrutinized him for making these
comments about how much he is being
made to pay.
Between his tournament winnings and
endorsements, Phil makes roughly $51 to
53 million. Federally, this puts him in the

highest tax bracket, which has recently been
raised up to 40 percent. With his residence
in California, his state income taxes are
at 13 percent after passing Proposition
30. Add in Social Security, disability and
unemployment, and his tax rate is around
63 percent. All the media outlets, television
hosts and columnists have done nothing but
give him grief for the comments made. One
media source even went as far as to call him
“another wealthy white man complaining
about taxes.”
Despite his high level of income,
you still have to ask yourself how much
money is too much money. Almost 34
million dollars of his income is taken out
in taxes. This may still leave him with
almost 20 million dollars, but that is still
an astronomical amount of money that is
taken from him. This is money that can
be put to so many different uses, such as
job creation, investments, even charities.
Phil Mickelson is already one of the largest
contributors to breast cancer research due
to his wife’s battle with the terrible disease.
Regardless of how much or how little
is taken in taxes, the media should not
criticize him for his opinion on how his
money is handled. It is his personal income
and no man should be told that he should
just be OK with government taking well
over half of all of his money.
Mutimer is a senior construction management
major from Augusta.

Higher minimum wage will decrease inequality
Ever thought about what life would be
like if you were unable to attend college?
Minimum wage would probably be
somewhere in that alternate scenario. To put
things into perspective, if you make $7.25 an
hour and work full time, that’s $15,000 per
year, without benefits.
There is a downside to raising the
minimum wage, though. For the working
poor in certain areas, specifically areas with
lower costs of living, unemployment could
increase. Small businesses may be forced
to lay off some employees. Big businesses
have been very outspoken about raising the
minimum wage, threatening to cut thousands
Page designed by
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of jobs if they
are forced to
pay higher
wages. On
the other
hand, some
economists
WILLIAM BRYAN
raising the
■
minimum
wage could act as a stimulus of sorts. When
low-income households get more money, they
tend to spend it, putting more money into the
economy.
The impact on small businesses may be

legitimate, but the threat that raising the
minimum wage poses to huge corporations is
non-existent. The top three minimum wage
employers in the United States are Wal-Mart,
Yum! Foods (which owns KFC and Taco Bell)
and McDonalds, of which all have voiced
opposition to increasing the minimum wage.
Again, to put things into perspective, the
Walton family is worth $102 billion, making
them the richest family on the planet. The
CEO of McDonalds, James Skinner, makes
about $33,600 every day. That’s over two years
of working 40 hours a week for minimum
wage. Even if McDonalds had to raise its
prices, it’d probably be doing us all a favor.

Several states, mostly states with higher
costs of living like New York and Maryland,
have introduced legislation to increase
the minimum wage to $10 or so by 2015.
Pushing for these changes regionally is
a good first step. Offering a fair wage,
especially with income inequality in
America being the highest of any advanced
nation, should be a more important topic of
discussion on the news, rather than Lance
Armstrong’s steroid use or Beyonce’s lip
syncing.
Bryan is a senior economics major from
Fayetteville, Ga.

To contact the opinions editor, email gadaily@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Mario is not a murderer
There are very few things that
our politicians can agree on. If a
Democrat sneezes, it’s only a moment
before a Republican criticizes them
of being “anti-health.” If a Republican
eats a burrito for lunch, a Democrat
will soon call them out for polluting
the environment.
Of course, it’s much worse when
they actually agree on something.
Such is the case with video games.
It has been over a month since
the tragic shooting at Sandy Hook
Elementary School, but the ensuing
political debate rages on. The debate
over gun control — and nuances
from background checks to the
definition of “assault weapon” —
appears to have no end in sight.
Nobody wants more violence, and
our wonderful leaders, in their
infinite wisdom, have decided that
violent video games are clearly the
problem.
In a pro-gun rights speech
following the Sandy Hook shooting,
NRA leader Wayne LaPierre spread
the blame to pretty much anything
that wasn’t a gun. He decided that
video games encouraged violent

behavior, stopping just short of
extending blame to girls showing
their ankles and that dangerous "rock
music” all the kids are into.
Surely, Mr. LaPierre was just a
grouchy conservative, out-of-touch
and in the minority, right? Guess
again. Earlier this month, President
Obama asked Congress for $10
million to be spent on research into
the relationship that video games
may have to violence. This past week,
Ralph Nader called video games out
for being “electronic child molesters.”
There have been hundreds — yes,
hundreds — of studies concerning
the connection between violent
video games and violent realworld behavior, and no definitive
connection has been found. Never
mind the fact that boys have been
playing “war” with GI Joes and little

green plastic army men since the
days of “Pacman.” My front porch
has been well protected by the Plastic
Armed Forces since I was a kid, and I
have no plans to massacre a group of
schoolchildren.
I’d like to ask Mr. LaPierre if he
has ever played a modern video
game. Same to Mr. Obama and Mr.
Nader. I’m guessing they have not.
I enjoy games, but I’m not a
fanatic. I’m not “hardcore.” I’m not
angry with them for blaming video
games because I love video games.
I’m angry with them for being lazy
and using an easy scapegoat they
know nothing about. It’s culturally
popular to attack video games. It’s
new, and it scares old people that vote
every election.
Games are not the issue. Mental
health is the issue. Access to
weaponry is the issue. Sorry, Mr.
LaPierre and Mr. Nader, but your
princess is in another castle. It’s time
to move past blaming video games.

LaSalle is a senior writing and linguistics major from Cumming.

New districts
spark discussion
When the Republicans
maintained their House
majority after receiving less
FARM
than half of the popular
LIFE
votes, many people — read:
“Democrats” — have been
complaining that the GOP
only maintained its majority
for the most part, welcomed
due to gerrymandering.
the move to a district that
Gerrymandering is the
shared their political beliefs.
redrawing of a voting district
Of course, this move makes
to either dilute or strengthen
competitive elections between
a vote artificially, but it is not
Democrats and Republicans in
always wrong. Politicians
both District 2 and 8 a thing
either divide a strong voting
of the past, but the people of
group up in order to weaken , Thomasville, and probably
the vote, known as “cracking,”
Macon, felt like they were,
or group together previously
better represented.
separate groups to strengthen
An example of cracking
the votes of that group,
a district happened right
known as “packing.” There
here in District 12, where the
are examples of packing and
GOP went after much of the
cracking districts in the state
Democratic support of John
of Georgia. Georgia gained
■ Barrow by removing Chatham
a new seat in the House, and
County from Jus district when
it redrew the lines. Barrow
the GOP-controlled state
survived his first reelection
legislature was tasked with
drawing up the new district,
in the new district, probably
as well as modifying previous
because of his better finances
districts as well.
and the fact h'e was a familiar
name to many people in the
My hometown of
district already.
Thomasville, which is a
very red-voting area, was
Like most things in politics,
redrawing congressional
moved from District 2, which
votes primarily Democrat,
lines can be used for good
to District 8, which votes
bad intentions, and it’s
primarily Republican. Now,
often difficult to distinguish
between the two. Make sure to
technically, this is packing a
district. This is especially true
analyze all the sides of an issue
because when Thomasville
before you declare something
moved into the district,
to be right or wrong.
Macon — which is a rather
Oftentimes you’ll learn more
blue area — moved into
about the issue and can make
an informed decision.
District 2. But the people in
my hometown never felt that
Sanford Bishop, the longtime
Democrat that represents
Farmer is a junior internaDistrict 2, represented them
tional studies and political
well.
science double major from
The people of Thomasville,
Thomasville.

To contact the opinions editor, email gadaily@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Buses delayed again Universities urged to help
BY LAUREN GORLA
The George-Anne staff
The new fleet of buses that was set to arrive
at the end of January has been postponed to a
suspected arrival date of early February.
“The bus that should have been here
on the 28th will not be here on the 28th.
However, the good news is that instead of
getting just one bus, over a period of two
weeks, we will be getting all seven buses
scheduled for January delivery,” Kristi
Bryant, head of Parking and Transportation,
said in an email to Garrett Green, SGA vice
president of auxiliary affairs.
The buses will be driving cross-country
from California and are expected to arrive in
Atlanta at the end of January.

“The latest estimate from ElDorado
National production shows that all seven
January buses will be shipping between
Friday, January 25th and Thursday, January
31st. As such, the first GSU unit should be
arriving at National Bus Sales late in the week
of January 28th. The last January bus should
be arriving around February 7th or 8th or so.
The actual dates will be predicated op; driver
availability and weather conditions driving
across the country” ElDorado National
production said to Bryant in an email.
National Bus Sales is a company in Atlanta
that will inspect the buses before they drive
to Statesboro, according to the email from
Bryant to Green.
The remaining buses in the fleet of 12 will
arrive after the spring break holiday.

Campus art proposed

BY LAUREN GORLA
The George-Anne staff
Scott Markley, Student Government
Association senator, proposed the possibility
of creating multiple art projects to show the
creativity of Georgia Southern University
students.
“I did a lot of research on how cities
reinvent themselves using art. I was thinking
of some sort of art project to beautify the
campus and add a little excitement to it,”
Markley said.
SGA was in favor of the idea, and voted to
carry on the discussion with the departments
at GSU that would control these types of
projects.
The first project Markley proposed would
be to paint a mural in the Center for Art
and Theatre that would serve as a piece of
“authentic history,” representing GSU at the
time it was painted.
“The Center for Art and Theatre is a giant
building, but there’s a giant brick wall with
no design or anything on it, so first and
foremost, I want to see if we can do some
sort of mural that art students can design to
make it come to life,” Markley said.
Students could help fund this event and
create a lasting mark on the university by
buying colored bricks with their name on it
Page designed by Matt Veal

that would be
used to create
the
mural,
Markley said.
“The next
idea:
the
backside of the
RAC is a giant
brick wall and
kind of boring
but it doesn’t
have to be that
way. So on the outside of the wall we paint it
as if it’s the inside of the RAC so when you’re
outside, you look in and see people working
out. On the inside, you look out and it’s the
outside so like it’s a beautiful day. You can
think of it like a window but it’s a painting.
It’s just one of those things that I think would
be really unique to this campus,” Markley
said.
Markley also suggested
replacing
the black poles on the pedestrium with
something more fun and creative, like chess
pieces or eagles.
Markley said, “I think this could be an
opportune time to do something a little
more artistic and creative because we are
college students and for a college, I think
there should be a sense of creativity that
could outdo other areas.”

control student expenses
BY PETER MORICI
MCT campus
Colleges and universities charge too
much, deliver too little and channel too
many students into a lifetime of debt.
Genuine reform must be brought to bear
to curb those abuses.
College graduates still earn more and
are unemployed less often. However,
with so many recent graduates serving
cappuccino and treading water in unpaid
internships, a four-year diploma is not
quite the solid investment it once was, and
it should not be so often viewed as such a
necessity by society.
Since 2007-2008, the average pay for
recent four-year graduates has fallen
nearly 5 percent, while the average
earnings of a typical American worker, as
tracked by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
is up 10 percent.
Graduates in high-demand disciplines
can still earn good starting salaries and
expect rising earnings as experience grows,
but in many majors they increasingly face
market conditions that have bedeviled
skilled manufacturing workers for
decades: too many folks chasing too few
jobs.
Academics tend to see a university
education idealistically, but most middleclass families view the situation in more
practical terms. For them, a diploma is
a capital investment often purchased at
extortive prices.
Over several decades, Americans have
become convinced that many jobs require
a college education which shouldn’t.
Convenience restaurant managers and
cellphone salespeople don’t need an
education in literature, math and politics
beyond what a decent high school
education imparts.
Yet, employers often press for several
years of college or a degree — because
college graduates are cheap and plentiful
— but still end up training new hires in
rudiments of hospitality management,
operating systems and the like.

The result is that too many young
people are pressured into a costly
education they don’t need and for which
they maybe ill-prepared. And universities,
enjoying such a captive market, have overexpanded, acceded to faculty demands
for light teaching loads, layered on costly
bureaucracies, and raised the cost of
college to beyond what it is worth to
students and society as a whole.
Outstanding student loans now exceed
$1 trillion, with 1 in 6 in default — a ratio
that will likely grow.
Colleges and universities often fail to
furnish families with all the information
necessary to make sound choices —
including the probability a student will
complete a degree in four years; the full
cost of completing a degree; and likely
salaries for repaying loans, especially
according to major and for students
who only attend a few years and do not
complete a degree.
Too often, university presidents are
like the bankers who wrote bad mortgages
during the housing boom: They admit
students, facilitate lots of borrowing, and
pay themselves well but don’t have much
skin in the game.
For their students to qualify for both
government-sponsored and private bank
loans, universities should be compelled
to provide audited information about the
time required and cost of obtaining degrees
in various majors; salaries graduates earn
the first years after graduation, and the
resulting repayment burdens.
Student loans should be dischargeable
in bankruptcy when these investments
don’t work out; otherwise, we will continue
to create debtors for life. And universities
should be on the hook for a significant
share of defaulted loans — perhaps, 25
percent to 50 percent.
Well-run institutions would get their
costs and tuition under control, seriously
evaluate and become transparent about
the prospects for a decent-paying job
after majoring in art history as opposed to
mechanical engineering.

To contact the news editor, email ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu.
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l\H, from page 1
friend he had not met yet.’ That really does
say a lot because he was just one of those
guys who could talk to anyone, could make
you laugh and he did that throughout his
entire time being here,” Joiner said.
. Members of the community described
Wilson’s personality as being infectious.
“From what I understand,” Turuc said,
“when people were around him, he was
always making jokes, making them feel good
about whatever was going on. He just made
everybody feel good.”
Wilson was an active member of the
fraternity and the Greek community and
acted as a leader and tour guide, often dressed
in the wrong attire, during recruitment,
showing potential pledges Greek Row, Joiner
said.
“He would be wearing camouflage crocs
and cutoffs, completely wrong, and he would
be sitting there cracking jokes with the rush
kids, which he was also not really supposed
to do,” Joiner said.
“He just carried that sense of humor
through everything he did, no matter what

The George-Anne

He would be wearing camouflage crocs and cutoffs,
completely wrong, and he would be sitting there cracking
jokes with the rush kids... He just carried that sense of
humor through everything he did, no matter what the
situation was.
’’
-Chase Joiner,
president of Kappa Alpha Order

the situation was. He just had that bright
personality to him that made it to where
everyone just literally connected with him,”
Joiner said.
Over two hundred students and other
members of the community attended the
vigil, Joiner said.
“It means a lot to have that kind of
support from the community, both Greek
and school, and Statesboro area also,” Joiner
said.
The Greek community of GSU especially
showed its support, Joiner said.

outgoing character that everyone liked
and everyone wanted to be around,” Joiner
said. “He was just the center of attention at
all time, not because he wanted to be, but
because people wanted to be around him.”

AUTOPSY PENDING
BY EMMA R. COLLINS
The George-Anne staff

“I do want to say, though, that all of the
fraternities and sororities definitely did
help out, whether sending flowers, donating
candles or even just showing up and giving
kind words,” Joiner said. “We obviously
appreciate everything they were able to do
and that they still are doing.”
“I know that the brothers of Kappa Alpha
Order are hurting. They’re handling it well,
but they’re hurting,” Turuc said.
The brothers of KA plan to remember
Wilson as the captivating person he was.
“We always will remember him. as that

An autopsy report for the Georgia
Southern University student who
collapsed in class last week and
later died has not yet been released,
according to GSU’s Chief of Police Mike
Russell.
“Official results haven’t been
released yet. It takes a while to do a
toxicology report,” Russell said.
“It is an ongoing investigation,”
Russell said.
Russell declined to comment further
on the student’s death or any details of
the investigation.

FRATERNITY,

from page 1

Drees in the Press
1st Amendment Fcee Food Festival
Reflector at the Rotunda
Miscellany Release Party ■
STUDENT
MEDIA
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will not allow the pressure
of this responsibility to get
to them, Kyle Stroud, junior
psychology/pre-med
major
and current member of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.,
said.
“Right now we do not feel
any pressure more than we
did before we were in Omega,
but now that we are in Omega
we understand that more eyes
are watching us and we shall
continue to be great,” Stroud
said.
“We will continue to
do what we commit to and
continue what we have been
doing for 101 years,” Omari
Davis, senior finance major
and current member of
Omega Psi Phi, said.
As it is important for
these members to let the
presence of their letters and
fraternity be known, it is
even more important for
them to not lose themselves
to the attention their letters

courtesy of www.betapiques.org
may bring them, whether
that attention be negative or
positive, Christopher Pughs,
the advisor of Omega Psi Phi,
said.
“Our fraternity is a platform
that’s not to replace your
personality; it is actually an
avenue where your personality

can shine,” Pughs said.
Stroud said that this
semester GSU can expect a
lot from Omega Psi Phi from
community service activities
to its Que week where it
will host forums each night
and give back to the GSU
community.
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Folio becomes topic of conversation on campus
Angie Winters

Lindsey Shelton

Elizabeth Grissom

Freshman Pre-Business Major

Freshman International Studies Major

Sophomore Business Management Major

“Instructions for disarming a bomb are more userfriendly than Folio.”

“It’s too complicated to use, and the user has
to click on multiple links to get to the desired
page.”

“If you use Google Chrome, the printing doesn’t work.
Like, you have to open another browser to print your stuff
out.”

Dr, Scott Harrison

Garrett Holland

Hayley Johnson

Associate Professor of Biology

Sophomore Mechanical Engineering Major

Junior Public Relations Major

“It probably is an upgrade from GeorgiaView. The
frustration is I’ve worked here six years, and this is the
third upgrade we’ve had.”

“It’s confusing, like sometimes there’s more
than one type of discussion section up so you
don’t know which one to go to.”

“I have an online class and the videos won’t play, and I’m
not sure if that’s really a Folio problem, but it never
happened when I used GeorgiaView.”

Elizabeth Williams

Dr. Fredrick Rich

Carley Rhoden

Visiting Instructor for Biology

Professor of Geology

Freshman Geology Major

“It doesn’t seem to be as intuitive as GeorgiaView does,
but after playing around with it I do like it a lot better.”

“I do not know anyone who likes Folio even a
little bit.”

“Nothing will load and printing is a big hassle on my
computer and on the school computers. Another thing is
when I try to go to content, it will show up blank.”

These quotes are from a random selection of students and faculty
Information gathered by Lauren Gorla

Come to one of the one hour
tryout sessions listed below
and become a part of our
Spring Candidate Reporting Class

Asthe legendary

Bring a pen and a Blue Book

used to say:

Tuesday, Jan. 22

6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 23

Whether you want to write about sports,
the arts or news, cover the football team
or write about music, Georgia Southern’s
student newspaper has plenty of
opportunities for you.

<*1

No experience necessary.
All majors welcome.

11:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 24

11:30 a.m.

Location:
The George-Anne,
Williams Center,
second floor
RM 2023

If you have any questions, contact Student Media Director John Harvey at 912.478.0069 or email johnharvey@georgiasouthern.edu
Page designed by Jose Gil
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ROCKIN’ OUT ALZHEIMER’S

Tokyo Joe to perform for charity
BY WILL PEEBLES
The George-Anne staff

Greg Bickley straps on his
cape, adjusts his rainbow pants
and smears glitter on his face
before he steps onstage to join his
band, Tokyo Joe, as it begins its
“Rocketman: A Tribute to Elton
John” show.
Tokyo Joe, a rock band hailing
from South Carolina, will play
at Retrievers Friday, Jan. 25 and
the Performing Arts Center on
Saturday, Jan. 26. Both concerts
will benefit the Alzheimer’s
Association. The Retrievers show
will be Tokyo Joe’s standard bar
show, whereas the PAC will house
a special Elton John tribute.
The Elton John Tribute is an
event that Tokyo Joe originally
intended to be a benefit concert
for the South Carolina Children’s
Hospital. After seeing the band
perform, Chandler Dennard,
assistant head of school of Bulloch
Academy, emailed the group
and asked if Tokyo Joe could
come to Statesboro to perform
in the inaugural “Rockin’ Out
Alzheimer’s” benefit concert.
“Dennard called me and said
he wanted them to come down
and do a two night deal. I told
him that I’d book them Friday
night, so they could play Saturday
night at the PAC,” Retrievers
owner Jason Franklin said.
“We thought this was a cause
the community could really get
behind. We found this band
over the summer. I’m a big live
music fan, and if you see Elton
John today, it’s not like it was in
the 70s. This concert is more of
a flashback to that Elton John, ”
Dennard said.
The concert at Retrievers will
start at 10:45 p.m. on Friday
night. The tribute concert will

Page designed by Matt Veal
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The Buzz List
It has been
revealed that
Beyonce lipsynched her
national anthem
performance
Alex LaSalle
during the
presidential inauguration. In other
words, her performance was about as
authentic as MantiTe'o's girlfriend.
■ Jenelle Evans from Teen Mom 2
made it public that she wants out
of her two-month marriage with
Courtland Rogers, bringing an end to
one of the most effective campaigns
in favor of birth control.
■ Ryan Seacrest has been dating
actress and former "Dancing With
The Stars" pro Julianne Hough for the
past two years, and rumors are just
now starting to swirl that he is ready
to put a ring on it. We'll find out...
after this commercial break.

Photo courtesy of Tokyo Joe Productions

“Rocketman: A Tribute to Elton John,” a performance by Tokyo Joe, will be performed at Retriever,'s
and the PAC this weekend. Portions of the proceeds will go toward the Alzheimer’s Association.

feature many of Elton John’s
signature mainstays, including
strikingly accurate costumes and
flashing light effects.
The performance at Retriever’s
will showcase Tokyo Joe in a more
traditional bar setting, allowing
them to play their wide array of
covers and originals.
“When we play bar shows, we
usually play about eighty percent
cover songs. We do a wide range
of covers and base it on what
the crowd seems to want. We
do everything from Billy Joel to
Stone Temple Pilots,” Bickley,
lead singer of Tokyo Joe, said.
Saturday night, Bickley will
wear the typically bright Elton

John garb to play the tribute
show.
“It’s fun to put on a show
opposed to playing a gig. I am a
big Elton John fan, and I like all
the songs. Whenever we would
cover him in our regular show,
people would tell me, ‘You sound
just like Elton John when you do
his songs,”’ Bickley said.
“That’s kind of where we got
the idea. It’s fun to do a tribute
show because you get to play
hours of music you love,” Bickley
said.
Tickets for the concert at
the PAC are $25 for general
admission and $20 for students;
the profit from the Elton John

show at the PAC will be donated
to Alzheimer’s research.
“We thought it would be
something that would interest the
Statesboro crowd. Retrievers did
a great thing for us by hosting the
band on Friday night too. That
enabled even more proceeds to
go towards the cause,” Dennard
said.
Twenty percent of the cover
charge at Retriever’s will be
donated to Alzheimer’s research.
Franklin said, “I think there
are a lot of people out there that
have had family member or a
friend effected by Alzheimer’s.
It’ll be a good show, and it’ll be
for a good cause.”

■ U2 singer, Bono, is the latest star
to make his mark in the animal
kingdom after having a new species
of spider named after him. Rumor
has it the name, classified as "bonoi,"
was chosen when the spider
exhibited behaviors like wearing ski
goggles everywhere and trying to
save the entire continent of Africa.
■ Despite Internet rumors to the
contrary, reggae singer Shaggy
is alive and well. Reports began
spreading that he was stabbed in
a bar fight earlier this week. These
reports were denied by a living,
breathing Shaggy. His career,
however, has been dead for years.
■ Snoop Lion, formerly known
as Snoop Dogg, is now facing
accusations that his conversion to
the Rastafarian religion was a hoax
in order to sell his reggae album.
Nobody knows if he is fo rizzle.
Information compiled by Arts & Entertainment Editor Marissa Martin and Arts &
Entertainment Chief Alex LaSalle from
perezhilton.com and TMZ.com.
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GSU students fuse art and anatomy in figure drawing class
BY WILLIAM PRICE

The George-Anne staff

Students are getting naked on
campus.
Georgia Southern University
students can now take their
clothes off and get paid for it
without getting stuck in the
backseat of a patrol car.
The figure drawing class at
GSU is currently looking for
students to act as nude models
to be drawn by fellow students
taking the class.
Figure drawing is an art class
specifically focused on depicting
the human body through
drawing.
“The idea is that the nude
form is a super complicated
thing. We’re trying to get to a

point where we can accurately
render the true human form.
The models aren’t nude for sex
appeal, they’re nude because that
is a human’s most natural state,”
Jessica Burke, assistant professor
and director of foundation
studies at GSU, said.
The modeling consists of a
few sessions during the semester,
with each class being 2.5 hours;
all models are paid hourly and
based on the university pay
system.
There are no requirements
or prior experience necessary to
model for the class.
The class uses models from
professional organizations in
Savannah, members of the
Statesboro community and GSU
students.

“Our main objective is to
really understand how the human
form moves and breathes,” Amy
Fix, assistant professor at the arts
department and instructor of
figure drawing, said.
“We focus on anatomy,
specifically the skeletal and
muscular structures to try to
capture the figure’s movements
and find why it moves the way it
does,” Fix said.
The nude models provide
the students with experience of
recreating an image in front of
them that isn’t a still shot.
“We were so focused on
getting our work done there
was no time to be embarrassed
in front of a naked person,”
Victoria Slagle, -senior studio art
major and former figure drawing

student, said.
“Learning from the inside-out
about the body and how to draw
it is one of the coolest things I’ve
ever done,” Slagle said.
“You can’t learn to draw a
human with clothes on before
learning how to draw a human
without clothes,” Burke said.
The Art Department’s figure
drawing professors are looking
for models of any age, any shape,
any color and any gender.
“We try to cover all body
types, all shapes and sizes for our
models. There’s no one type of
model,” Fix said.
Fix said all of the modeling in
the class is done for the benefit
of the students’ education and
further education of art and
drawing.

Photo courtesy of publicdomainpictures.net
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€PMTMf§ Spout* Irai Sc Grille
HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 5-8pm

NEW “TOOFER MENU”
THE 2 LARGEST PROJECTION SCREEN TV’s IN THE BORO!
TUESDAYS: BEST BEER PONG IN TOWN *GREAT PRIZES*
WEDNESDAYS: THE MOST INTERACTIVE TRIVIA IN TOWN *GREATPRIZES*

ROCKIN’ THE BEST LIVE MUSIC ALL WEEKEND!

**NO COVER**

facebook.com/gatanation
o twitter.com/GATA_Nation
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Thursday 1/24

Friday 1/25

Saturday 1/26

Chuckie P
starts @ 10 pm

Daniel Johnson
Band
starts @ 10 pm

Wally Brown
Duo
starts @ 10 pm

To contact the arts & entertainment editor, email features@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Musical comes to ‘Boro
%

BY LAURIANNA CULL

alcoholism and his career with
his music.
The show will include some

The George-Anne staff
The Emma Kelly Theater will
host a musical based on the life
of four-time Academy Award
winner, singer, songwriter and
one of Emma Kellys personal
friends, Johnny Mercer.
“Johnny Mercer and Me!”

style, features, location
CAMBRIDGE

THURS
JAN 24

TOUR & ENTER TO

12-5 pm

9l2.6ol.130U
Cambridge-Southern
.com

will premiere in downtown
Statesboro
tomorrow
and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Ticket prices for “Johnny
Mercer and Me!” range from
$18 - $25 depending on seating.
“The show tells the personal
side of Johnny Mercer, not just
the songwriter side of him,”
Jeffrey Hall, cast member
playing Johnny Mercer, said.
The show follows the life of
Johnny Mercer and his longtime
friend, Maxine. It gives an insight
into Johnny’s personal life, his
relationships, his consuming

of Mercers biggest hits such
as “Somethings Gotta Give,”
“Jeepers
Creepers,”
“Moon
River,” “One More For The
Road” and 13 others.
The show also introduces a
new number called “A Merry
Christmas to You All,” which
was written by Mercer and the
show’s musical director, Chris
Chandler.
“His music is everlasting,”
writer and producer Miriam
Center said.
“Johnny Mercer and Me!” is
different from other musicals
because the character of Maxine
in the show, which plays one
of Johnny’s closest friends, is
actually based off of the writer
and producer of the show,
Miriam Center, who wrote
about their memories together.

OVER 60 ARCADE GAMES, BALLOCITY, BOWLING, MINI-GOLF,

Scan this code to
see more deals!

ted Bowling

“It’s
really
challenging
because there’s people at the
show who actually knew
Johnny. The biggest honor I’ve
ever gotten was when Johnny
Mercer’s friends came up to
me after the show and said,
‘we knew Johnny, and he’d be
proud,”’ Hall said.
Not only does “Johnny
Mercer and Me!” draw a crowd
from people who knew him or
knew his music, but also the
younger generation has begun
to discover Johnny Mercer’s
talents for themselves thanks to
this show, Coleman said.
Director and editor Tom
Coleman said, “Six girls from
Armstrong
(Atlantic
State
University) who came to the
show in Savannah didn’t know
the music, but they were really
excited by it and wanted to buy
the album by the end of the
show.”

LASER TAG & RESTAURANT

GAMES BOWLING
FOOD FUN

ClubhouseStatesboro.com 912-871-1000

Food & Fun Combos, Group and Individual Packages Available!
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BORO BERT

HAPPY HOUR

THURSDAY
GATA'S

Chops on Main

THappy hour 5 to 7 p.m.
✓ Billy & Dylan acoustic band

Dingus Magee's

2 for 1 bombs and
2 for 1 well drinks 5 to 7 p.m.
✓T*lan B

Gnat's Landing

p.m.

Loco's

$2 pints import & domestic

Holiday's

2 medium pizzas with one topping $10.99
2 medium pizzas with two toppings $12.99
2 medium pizzas with three toppings $14.99
2 medium pizzas with four toppings $16.99
2 medium supreme pizzas
$20.99

El Sombrero

FRIDAY
GATA'S

15 to 8 p.m. happy hour
Entertainment- Daniel Johnson band

2 for 1 bombs
2 for 1 well drinks 5 to 7 p.m.
✓'Tvan Barber & the Dead Gamblers

Gnat's Landing

✓''Hellhounds
$10 pitchers
$10 domestic buckets
I Reverse happy hour 9 to 11
p.m.
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it SPECIAL EVENT

GATA'S

✓ Wally Brown
15 to 8 p.m. happy hour

Dingus Magee's

2 for 1 bombs
2 for 1 well drinks 5 to 7
p.m.
✓''Lingo

Gnat's Landing

$10 pitchers
$10 domestic buckets

El Sombrero

$2 12ozlime margaritas

Holiday's

2 medium pizzas with one
topping $10.99
2 medium pizzas with two
toppings $12.99
2 medium pizzas with
three toppings $14.99
2 medium pizzas with four
toppings $16.99
2 medium supreme pizzas
$20.99

Loco's

$5 miller light pitchers
✓''John Belt

$2.50 domestic draft beers

Dingus Magee's

13

SATURDAY

15 to 8 p.m. happy hour
Train wrecks

T Reverse happy hour 9 to 11

^LIVE BAND

Thursday, Jan. 24, 2013

SUNDAY
Loco's

$4 Crown Royal
✓''Joseph Anderson

El Sombrero

$3 Sex on the beach

Holiday's

2 medium pizzas with one
topping $10.99
2 medium pizzas with two
toppings $12.99
2 medium pizzas with three
toppings $14.99
2 medium pizzas with four
toppings $16.99
2 medium supreme pizzas
$20.99

GATA'S

T5 to 8 p.m. happy hour

Dingus Magee's

2 for 1 bombs
2 for 1 well drinks 5 to 7 p.m.

Holiday's

2 medium pizzas with one
topping $10.99
2 medium pizzas with two
toppings $12.99
2 medium pizzas with three
toppings $14.99
2 medium pizzas with four
toppings $16.99
2 medium supreme pizzas
$20.99

To contact the arts & entertainment editor, email features@georgiasouthern.edu.
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For Sale

Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Student and Staff parking on

Looking for female roommate

Looking for a female to sublease

Female sub-leaser for Spring

Sublease at The Exchange avail-

to sublease at The Exchange

a 3 BR / 3.5 BT in Copper Beech!

2013 in Hawthorne apartments

able now! The Co-ed apartment

Chandler Road and Georgia

has 4 bedrooms / bathrooms and

Ave (Across from Centennial

for Summer 2013. 3 BR / 3 BT.

Spacious room, two closets,

on Fair Road. 4 bedroom /

$499 / month, all inclusive. For

clean roommates. Rent is $389

3 bath. Rent is ONLY $275!

is fully furnished. Rent is $440

Place) for the spring semester is now available! Get a

further details, contact Bree at

per month. Lease available

Contact Madison for more

a month and includes utilities,

hh01316@georgiasouthern.edu.

May-July 2013. Contact Kelsey

information 770-561-5697 or

internet, cable. December rent is

$100 discount with contracts

at 770-853-4344 or kp01678@

mc04376@georgiasouthern.

of $299.00 until February 1st.

georgiasouthern.edu.

edu.

paid for. For more info call or text
Ashley at 770-364-8262.

Crossing. Located right across

Male sublease available at

Time is ticking away! Don’t

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 bedroom

from GSU bus stop. The 3 bed-

The Pointe. 4 BR/4BT. Two

delay and sign at the Forum

houses for rent. Repairs in 24hours.

room apartment is nice and cozy

rooms available. One at $369 /

today! I am looking for a

Contact 912-682-7468 or 912-764-

month and one at $385 / month,

female to sublease my unit

6076. Available August 1,2013.

Summer 2013 sublease available for a female in Campus

with a nice size bedroom and

utilities included. Fully furnished,

in a 4-bedroom, 4-bathroom

washer/dryer, great roommates,

apartment between Janu-

close to campus. Property in-

ary and July 2013 for $451

roommates to worry about. Rent

cludes pool, gym, tanning bed,

a month. I have the biggest

will be around $395 for June and

computer lab, basketball/vol-

room with a walk-in closet!

leyball court. Contact Brian at

If interested, contact Ashley

bath with everything inclusive.
The space will practically be
empty during the summer so no

July but price is negotiable. Contact Alexis Flen at af02017@
georgiasouthern.edu.

706-399-1860 or bb01693@

Dotson at ad02391@georgia-

georgiasouthern.edu.

southern.edu.

Most convenient! 24 hours 7
days a week! You won’t be
towed or ticketed! 912-6873739.

Something to sell?
Visit www.thegeorgeanne.com
or email adsl@georgiasouthern.edu.
Its free for students, staff and faculty!

Hot Jobs / Cool Internships
Job Title
Special Education - Pre-School Teacher
Software Engineer
Financial Representative

Need a resume critiqued?
Questions about the job search ?
Curious about Internships?
Need a quick mock interview?

Web Programmer/Analyst
Game Engineers
Marketing Coordinator
Systems Engineer
Business Development Officer
Engineering and Tech. -High School Teacher
Fashion Showroom Internship
Manufacturing Improvement Internship

MONDAY-FRIDAY
12 pm to 4 pm
1047 Williams Center

Project Civil Engineer
Special Events Internship
Sports Marketing and PR Internship
Logistics Transportation Specialist
Information Technology Internship
WTOC Assignment Editor
Environmental Journalism and Travel Writer
Sales Internship

Deadline to Apply

Camden County Schools

Jan. 24, 2013

Aderant

Jan.25,2013

Northwestern Mutual Financial

Jan. 26, 2013

Powerserve

Jan. 26, 2013

Filament Games

Jan. 28,2013

Filament Games.

Jan. 28,2013

Architecture Technology Corp.

Jan. 29, 2013

Commercial Finance Group

Jan. 31,2013

Cook County (BOE)

Jan. 31, 2013

Uncommon Fashion

Jan. 31,2013

TICO

Jan. 31,2013

Eberly & Associates

Jan. 31, 2013

Camp Twin Lakes

Jan. 31,2013

Augusta Green Jackets

Feb. 1,2013

Nolan Transportation Group, Inc.

Feb. 1,2013

Aflac

Feb. 8, 2013

Atlanta Alliance Staffing, Inc.

Commercial Real Estate Assistant

Accounting Administrative Assistant

Company Name

Feb. 10,2013

WTOC-TV

Feb. 14,2013

Ocean’s Research Institute

Feb. 23,2013

Nolan Transportation Group, Inc.

Feb. 28,2013

Hormel Foods Corp.

Feb. 28,2013

*Hundreds of jobs, internships and on-campus interviews posted in Eagle Career Net.
*To view the detailed job descriptions and application instructions, log intoyour Eagle Career Net account at www.georqiasouthern. edu/career.
* Your username is your Eagle ID #; if you don't have your password click the FORGOT MY PASSWORD link enter your info &
your password will be emailed to your GSU email account

Career Services | 912.478.5197 | www.georglasouthem.edu/career

Page designed by Kelsey Paone

To place a classified ad, email adsl@georgiasouthern.edu.

PUZZLES/COMICS
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
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BREWSTER, WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF MY SON?

HE5 ADORABLE. MR.
SNOWMAN! HE LOOKS JUST
LIKE YOU!

AWWl HE EVEN HAS
YOUR NOSE

BUT THEN MY PARENTS GOT ME
ONE FOR CHRISTMAS. NOW I
WON'T GET ANYTHING DONE!

so YOU'RE BLAMING YOUR
PARENTS FOR NOT APPLYING
YOURSELF.

AT

ACROSS

1 Some Ford
autos, briefly
6 Mocking remark
10
team: police
crisis unit
14 With good cheer
15 Airline to Tel Aviv
16 Hawaiian seaport
17 High-performing
Wall Street
investment
19 Giggly Muppet
20 “He’s
no
good”
21 Distribute in
portions
22 Resume the
original speed, in
music
26 Salmon, trout,
cod, etc.
29 Double-check, as
in a lab
30 Netherlands
airline
31 Farm pen
32 Sp. maiden
33 Like the area
under an awning
36 Big day for a new
store, or an apt
description of
each part of 17-,
26-, 50- and 58Across
41 Giorgio of
fashion
42 Per
: daily
44 Ship's pronoun
47 Have the flu
48 Scrabble 10pointers
50 Past all major
obstacles
53 Borgnine who did
voice work in
“SpongeBob
SquarePants”
54 Fowl pole
55 Swim meet
assignment
57 Stops hedging
58 Unifying
connection
64 Beekeeper
played by Fonda
65 Throat-clearing
sound
66 Ready for bed
67 Fathers
68 Bull in a corrida
69 Popular toaster
waffles

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

I WAS GOING TO HOLD OFF ON A
NEW GAME SYSTEM FOR A FEW
yeA&G, SINCE I Wlu. BE DEALING
WITH THE REAL WORLD AFTER.
GRADUATION

1

ABSOLUTELY.

By Bruce Venzke

DOWN

1 British sports cars
2
3 Tear at the seam
4 NFL’s Browns,
scoreboard-style
5 Pancake toppers
6 Rocker Joan
7 Emotionally
detached
8 Gp. providing
campaign funds
9 Fraternal society
member
10 Knickknack
holder
11 ‘The Sixth
Sense” star
Bruce
12 “Close, but no
cigar”
13 Like Alfred E.
Neuman’s grin
18 Dalmatian feature
21 Product pitchers
22
MGM motto
23 Contract period
24 James or Jones
of jazz
25 Stiller’s comedy
partner
27 Giraffe cousin
28 Merrie
England

Last Edition’s Puzzle Solved
de toilette
P U

U A T

N M A R K

Sudoku
8
F E

33 Like dry bread
34 Sugar substitute?
35 Bumped off
37 “Make today
delicious” food
giant
38 Mideast chieftain
39 Luxor’s river
40 Thousands, to a
hood
43 Denver hrs.
44 Turin treasure
45 Fanfare

46 Gushed on stage
48 Stoicism founder
49 Thirty, in Montreal
51 Double curves
52 Toondom’s Fudd
56 Gun filler
58 Calico pet
59 “Well, well, well!”
60 Sizable
61 URLenderfora
charity
62 Prefix with natal
63 Cavity filler: Abbr.

Sports Talk

8
gratia artis:

Katie Tolbert

Shakeem Holloway

with The George-Anne analysts
Posted Wednesdays at 1 p.m.
on

thegeorgeanne.com

Page designed by Kelsey Paone
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WEEKLY
■ BgygE » A weekly calendar
I
listing sponsored
B B mj m by The Division
of Student Affairs
and Enrollment
'WB BBBi BBi Management
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JAN. 24 - JAN. 30

SUNDAY

5:30 P.M.

2013 MLK COMMEMORATIVE SPEAKER:
SOLEDAD O’BRIAN
HANNER FIELDHOUSE

BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGES

THE RAC

Practice some basketball in these scrimmages before the
intramural season begins on Monday. Find out how to sign
up for scrimmages on the basketball PDF found at www.
georgiasouthern.edu/cri.

MONDAY
BASKETBALL AND BOWLING BEGINS

THURSDAY

1.24.2013

8 P.M.

Come out and watch some intramural basketball or bowling.
Both sports start on this date. If you are a player, then make
sure to review all the intramural rules and policies so you don’t
miss out on getting to play.

BELAY CLINIC
6:30P.M.

Upon completion of the course, including passing the top-rope
belay test, you may belay as many of your friends that you wish
during our open hours of operation! You also get a certification
card proving your ability to belay.

1.25.2013

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULES AVAILABLE
Schedules will be available at 4 p.m. for basketball, wheelchair
basketball and bowling. Find out what your team schedule is at
www.georgiasouthern.edu/cri.

POLAR BEAR PLUNGE

THE RAC

The annual Polar Bear Plunge is back! This year we are making the
plunge a little more exciting and a little cooler, if you know what I
mean. We are adding ice to the outdoor pool to see who can brave
the icy water. Visit Aquatics at www.georgiasouthern.edu/cri.

The Southern Adventures' trips fill up fast, so if you missed out
on this kayaking trip that provides participants the opportunity
to see some of Florida’s famous manatees as well as other
amazing sea life, then sign up now for our other trips.

FREE SWIM LESSON PREVIEW

CRI offers a free preview day to experience the
instruction you will receive and to determine the class
level you should enroll in. Private lessons are also
available upon request. More information is located at
www.georgiasouthern.edu/cri.

SOCCER OFFICIALS CLINIC

THE RAC

8-10 P.M.

If you would like to become an official for intramural soccer, now
is your chance! Attend this clinic, move on to the next clinic and
then hopefully we will see you out there wearing the black and
white strips!

THE RAC

INNER TUBE WATER POLO FREE PLAY

TUESDAY

.29.201

Splash around the pool with a friendly game of water
polo. Don’t worry if you are not a good swimmer
because a nifty inner tube will keep you afloat during
all the action.
8 P.M.

BELAY CLINIC

THE RAC
8 P.M.

REGISTRATION CLOSES FOR SOCCER

NO EVENTS SCHEDULED

7-8 P.M.

WEDNESDAY 1.30,201

9-11 P.M.

KAYAKING AND MANATEES TRIP BEGINS

SATURDAY

Tickets are required but free. Students, faculty and staff
can pick tickets .up from the Multicultural Student Center
Tuesday, January 22nd - Friday, January 25th from 8:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

THE RAC

THE RAC

FRIDAY

We are truly excited to have one of this generations’ most
prolific journalist as this year’s Martin Luther King Jr.
celebration speaker. Soledad O’Brien is a veteran, Emmy
award-winning journalist who anchors the CNN morning
show Starting Point. She has traveled the world covering
stories and producing documentaries such as Black in
America & Latino in America which focus on social justice
issues, minorities, their challenges, and struggles in
America.

Registration for intramural soccer will close on this date at 8
p.m. Don’t miss out on a chance to be part of a team and play
some fun games.

Upon completion of the course, including passing the top-rope
belay test, you may belay as many of your friends that you wish
during our open hours of operation. You also get a certification
card proving your ability to belay. Visit www.georgiasouthern.
edu/cri.

Brought to you by Georgia Southern University VALUES. Georgia Southern V.A.L.U.E.S. is the culture shared by our students, faculty, and staff. We endeavor to
share our V.A.L.U.E.S. inside and outside of the classroom with faculty, staff, students, alumni and all other community members. In order to produce productive
citizens with an informed set of ethics and community standards as well as create an environment of respect and civility, we pledge to live by our V.A.L.U.E.S.
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GSU looks for consecutive wins
W Basketball (3-13)
BY RANDALL HAMPTON
The George-Anne staff

The
Georgia
Southern
University women’s basketball
team will be. looking to get 'a
winning streak going Saturday
at the expense of the University
of North Carolina at Greensboro
Spartans.
GSU will be riding a wave of
confidence after a dramatic 6158 home win over the Wofford
College Terriers.
In that game, the Eagles tied
a season low with 11 turnovers.
Freshman point guard Alexis
Sams played all but one minute
of the game and had only three
turnovers.
“Definitely something that we
talked about was taking care of the
ball and valuing the possession,”
head coach Chris Vozab said.
Taking care of the ball could be
especially difficult because UNCG
averages 11 steals per game. That
is good enough for second place
injthe Southern Conference.
GSU is going to have to put the
clamps on UNCG freshman guard
Lucy Mason. Her 15 points per
game leads the team and ranks
fourth in the SoCon.
The teams split last year’s
meetings 1-1 with both teams
protecting home court. GSU came
one point away from stealing the
game in North Carolina.
UNCG is one of two teams yet
to win a SoCon game. GSU is
coming off of a win over the other
winless team, which could be a
good sign for the Eagles.
GSU had one of its better
shooting performances on Sunday
shooting 42 percent from the
field. The offensive momentum
could come in handy as UNCG
allows the most points per game
Page designed by T’Shai Anderson

Tasha Lund/The George-Anne

Junior guard Mimi DuBose dribbles past Wofford College player. Dubose ranks fifth in the Southern Conference for making free throws.

in the SoCon at 70.
UNCG’s aggressive style of
defense earns the team a lot of
steals, but it can also lead to a
lot of fouls being called. If the
referees blow a quick whistle, GSU

might benefit.
Junior guard Mimi DuBose
and senior guard Meredyth Frye
rank fifth and ninth in the SoCon
when it comes to making free
throws.

If Frye is able to play through
an ankle injury on Saturday the
Eagles have a much better shot at
winning the game. Frye leads the
team in assists and is recognized
as the most versatile player on the

team by Vozab.
The Eagles have a chance to
win consecutive games for the first
time this season, all while spoiling
UNCG’s return home from a four
game road trip.

To contact the sports editor, email gasports@georgiasouthern.edu.
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RIVALRY RENEWED
Eagles hope to soar above Mountaineers
Men’s Basketball (8-11)
BY SHAKEEM HOLLOWAY
The George-Anne staff
The Georgia Southern University mens
basketball team will travel to face off against rival
Appalachian State University tonight at 7 p.m.
This will be the first of two matchups against
the Mountaineers, who are 7-10 overall (3-3
Southern Conference). After winning five games
in a row, the Mountaineers have lost their last
two games by seven points combined.
Despite the Mountaineers’ record, the Eagles

Sophomore forward Jay Canty and senior
forward Nathan Healy are both in the top ten in
scoring for the SoCon ayeraging 15.7 (fifth) and
14.6 (eighth) points per game.
Eagles’ junior forward Eric Ferguson is right
outside the top ten in scoring, averaging 14.2
points per game, putting the forward at eleventh
in scoring in the conference.
GSU has the tools to compete with the
Mountaineers, defense is the key to winning this

GSU struggles on the road with a
similar record to the Mountaineers, as
the Eagles are 2-7 away from Hanner
Fieldhouse.
Rebounding is another area where the
Eagles may struggle; the Mountaineers average
35.8 rebounds per game in comparison to GSU
averaging 30.9.

The Mountaineers and the Eagles are
two teams with similar records that are
polar opposites in style of play, with the
Mountaineers excelling in offense and the
Eagles having a good defense.
The Eagles are not looking to drop two
conference games in a row and especially not to
the rival Mountaineers.

game and the Eagles’ competitive advantage.
The Eagles are ranked third in the SoCon in
scoring defense giving up only 64.3 points per

could be in for a tough game.
The Mountaineers are second in the SoCon in
scoring offense, averaging 72.9 points per game

game and holding opponents to a 42.6 field goal
percentage.
With the Eagles traveling to play the
Mountaineers, the crowd will make it as difficult

and shooting 37 percent from downtown, also
best in the conference.
The Mountaineers have five players that
average at least 10 points per game.

for the Mountaineers; they have a record of 5-2 at
home and are only 2-8 on the road.

as possible for GSU.
Home court advantage is an understatement

Sunday, Jan. 20
9:15 and 11 a.m.
Mill Creek Elementary

CompassionlsComing.com

Demario Collars/ The George-Anne

shoots a three pointer in the last home game against The Citadel. Ferguson is leading the team in points so far this season and averages 14.2 points per game.

Junior forward Eric Ferguson (3)
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C.J. Reed is newest
Player of the Week
BY KATIE TOLBERT
The George-Anne staff

Senior guard C.J. Reed of Georgia
Southern University’s men’s basketball
team was named Southern Conference
Player of the Week this week by
CollegeSportsMadness.com.
Reed is the starting senior point guard for
the Eagles. Reed might be new to GSU this
year, but he has posted some high numbers
for the Eagles.
Reed has excelled this season on
offense as well as defense. He is the second
leading scorer with a total of 223 points,
11.7 points per game and has posted 62
assists for the Eagles. Reed has also been
very active this season on defense with 55
rebounds and 16 steals.

One of the biggest games this season for
Reed was the victory over Virginia Tech. He
posted his GSU career-high of 22 points and
also made five out of nine from behind the
arc that night. Although the University of
Alabama at Birmingham defeated the Eagles,
Reed scored another 22 points during this
game and made four out of seven shots from
behind the arc.
The Southern Conference Player of the
Week award is not the only acknowledgment
Reed has received this season. After his game
against Virginia Tech, he was awarded the
Southern Conference Player of the Week, as
well as the Mid-Major Player of the Week.
The Eagles have three away conference
games coming up in the next two weeks. To
start it off, GSU will face Appalachian State
University tonight at 7.

Want To Be KiSSableThis Flu Season?

Influenza Vaccination
Clinics EXTENDED

Wed., Jan. 23 from 2-5 p.m. in the RAC Lobby
Thurs., Jan. 31 from 9-11 a.m. in Russel! Union Rm. 2080

$5 students ■ $10 faculty/staff/retirees
Cash, Check, MasterCard/Visa/American Express accepted

Insurance claims will be filed with the following companies:

Aetna, AmeriGroup, BeechStreet, Cigna, Coventry/FIrst Health/CCN Southcare,
Health Smart HPO, Humana Choice Care, Trlcare, United Healthcare, and WrIICare.
“ You must have a copy of your Insurance card in order for a claim to be fried '1 *

Please bring your Eagle ID

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
Chad Kenney/The George-Anne

UNIVERSITY

SPONSORED BY GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES AND THEUNIVERSITY WELLNESS PROGRAM

Senior point gaurd C.J. Reed (24) received the honor of being named SoCon player of
the week. Reed has scored a total of 223 points so far in his career as an Eagle.
Page designed by Emily Skolrood
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call us at 9t2.243.9025
like us on facebook.com/inonarcli30t
follow us on twitter: ®aonarol3ftt
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